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Capacity ordering
ANSPs offer their available capacity, with 
predefined airspace configurations, that is, 
sectorisations, at a price, e.g. per sector-hour. 
Capacity can be dynamically adjusted, but only 
at strategic and pre-tactical level. 
There are trade-offs between key performance 
indicators when applying capacity management,
i.e. opening a new sector to accommodate more 
demand, or/and applying economic (incentive) 
based demand management actions.
COCTA: Coordinated capacity ordering and 
trajectory pricing for better-performing ATM
2. Stakeholders in a redesigned ATM value-chain
Air Navigation Service Providers 
(ANSPs)
• ANSPs remain independent providers
• More flexible capacity provision
• Several different business models and 
different economic regulation options
• Different incentive structure
The Network Manager (NM) 
• Empowered with economic instruments to 
establish demand-capacity balance by joint 
management actions on both sides
• Subject to economic regulation regime
• Orders capacity from ANSPs
• Sells routes through route menus to AOs
Aircraft Operators (AOs)
• Different business models, i.e. market 
segments, for AOs – heterogeneous demand
• AOs purchase routes from the NM –
trajectory contracts
• AO chooses routes based on preferences and 
business model
COCTA’s objective is to develop and evaluate a redesigned ATM environment in which the Network Manager optimises network performance by 
coordinated capacity ordering from Air Navigation Service Providers, at strategic and pre-tactical level, and offering routes through differentiated 
trajectory-based pricing to Aircraft Operators. COCTA concept aims to harmonize presently divorced planning horizons of capacity providers, which 
plan capacity weeks in advance and need predictability, and Aircraft Operators, which reveal route preferences hours in advance and value flexibility.
1. Objective
3. Modelling the redesigned ATM value-chain
Joint capacity ordering and  
trajectory pricing
The NM orders airspace capacity more in line 
with expected network demand, employing a 
network-centred, demand driven approach. 
The NM defines route menus for airport pairs 
and sets prices for different route options, 
including flexible route option, applying 
variable-pricing mechanism. Prices are set as to 
incentivise AOs to utilise available capacity 
and to recover cost of capacity provision.
The NM decides on network capacity levels 
and routes, with associated prices thereof, to 
optimise network performance.
Network performance is measured as a 
combination of key performance indicators, 
representing key performance areas: ‘cost-
efficiency’, ‘environment’, ‘capacity’, ‘equity’. 
‘Safety’ is defined as a hard model constraint.
Choice modelling
Develop a (probabilistic) model of AOs’ route 
choices, per market segment, when faced with 
a range of route alternatives at different prices 
and availabilities.
Flexible Trajectory (Product)
AOs buy flexible trajectories, with a discount, 
from a route menu - leaving flexibility to the 
NM to assign a specific trajectory when more 
demand gets observed. 
4. Expected results and impact
The prime contribution of COCTA is an improvement of the ATM system’s cost-efficiency. Key savings are expected to arise due to alleviated 
mismatch between flexibility for AOs and predictability for ANSPs, owing to adaptive capacity ordering and smart pricing signals provided by the NM. 
COCTA concept ensures balanced approach to demand-capacity management, since the trade-offs between relevant key performance areas are 
recognized and accounted for. Therefore, COCTA also informs and supports high-level policy making and provides guidelines for future research. 
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